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Dear Reader,

A few days ago I heard some good news on the radio (yes, this can happen!) and I suddenly had this
certainty that the world can become a better place, the place we dream of. It is possible, and it only
takes one person to change: one's self. To make this point, we're sharing with you an article by
Dr. Wayne Visser, a thought leader in the area of Corporate Social Responsibility. And as a bonus,
check out this YouTube video!

Enjoy the reading,

Isabel Rimanoczy
Editor

Quote ofthe Month

"Lookingback,my life seems like one longobstacle race,
withme as its chiefobstacle."

Jack Paar
(American author and comedian, 1918-2004)
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Changing the World,

One Leader at a Time[1]

ByDr.Wayne Visser
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We face a crisis of leadership. Our global challenges loom large and clear, but we seem to lack

leaders who can make change happen at a scale and speed that match the size and urgency of the

problems we face. In an attempt to understand this leadership impasse, I’ve done some research

with the University of Cambridge’s Programme for Sustainability Leadership on how change

happens. In this blog, I’ll briefly outline some of our conclusions.

Let’s start with what kind of change we’re talking about. Jim Collins, author of Good to Great,

observes that companies that went from being 'good to great'did not rely on revolutions, dramatic

change programs or wrenching restructurings. 'Rather, the process resembled relentlessly pushing

a giant flywheel in one direction, turn upon turn, building momentum until a point of

breakthrough, and beyond.'

Atippingpoint onsustainability?

So we're talking about catalyzing and scaling up change. And for this change to be successful,

leaders need to foster and entrench new values, culture, incentives, rules and resources. In

Accenture and the UN Global Compact’s 2010 survey, 54 percent of CEOs felt that a cultural

tipping point on sustainability is only a decade away—and 80 percent believe it will occur within 15

years, so perhaps we are nearing a moment of infectious change. Meanwhile, at the organizational

level, leaders must catalyze change for sustainability through a suite of actions, including

innovation, empowerment, accountability, closed-loop practices and collaboration.

We found that effective sustainability leaders are good at promoting creativity in business models,

technology, products and services that address social and environmental challenges. Sustainability

leaders also implement structures and processes for good governance, transparency and

stakeholder engagement.

Aculture ofdiscipline

Accountability does not have to be all about structures and controls however. Collins believes great

leaders foster a culture of discipline, saying "When you have disciplined people, you don't need

hierarchy. When you have disciplined thought, you don't need bureaucracy. When you have

disciplined action, you don't need excessive controls." According to Jeffrey Immelt, CEO of G.E.,

"Enron and 9/11 marked the end of an era of individual freedom and the beginning of personal

responsibility. You lead today by building teams and placing others first. It's not about you."

The best sustainability leaders adopt principles of cradle-to-cradle production, internalizing

externalities and extending these principles to the supply chain. Sustainability leaders also build

formal cross-sector partnerships, as well as innovative and inclusive collaborative processes such as

social networking (Web 2.0). Betty Sue Flowers, co-author of Presence, poses the challenge as a

question, saying, "We know a lot about heroic action because that’s in the past of leadership. But

how do you have leadership in groups across boundaries, multi-nationally?"

Achievingsustainabilitythrough storytelling

At the people level, leaders catalyze change for sustainability by providing a compelling vision,

encouraging long term thinking, making strategic investments and promoting intergenerational

equity. Immelt says "every leader needs to clearly explain the top three things the organization is

working on. If you can't, then you're not leading well."

RayAnderson, the late CEO of Interface, saw this as a process of inclusion, saying, "For Interface,
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sustainability is broader than before: sustainability reaches out to embrace people, processes,

products, place, the planet and profits—we now know that none can long be afforded allegiance at

the expense of the others."

Sustainability leaders have to show deep knowledge and skills and provide opportunities and

resources for appropriate action. This embraces Robert Greenleaf's notion of servant leadership. He

explains that "It begins with the natural feeling that one wants to serve. Then conscious choice

brings one to aspire to lead. The best test is: do those served grow as persons; do they, while being

served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more likely themselves to become

servants?"

Transformational sustainability leaders also focus on creating a culture and structure that provides

peer support and encouragement and recognizes achievement. Immelt says, "Today, it’s

employment at will. Nobody's here who doesn't want to be here. So it's critical to understand

people, to always be fair, and to want the best in them."

In the end, I believe the best leaders are effective storytellers. And they realize that we need a new

collective story. As I wrote in Beyond Reasonable Greed, "each time the world changes – when

civilizations rise and fall, when new scientific theories challenge our understanding of the universe,

when technological innovation reinvents our lifestyle, when political revolution breaks down the

old structures of society, or when a global crisis threatens to destroy our planet – humanity is

forced to let go of some of its most cherished beliefs in order to create a new mythology to guide its

collective psyche."

Smallactions lead tobigchanges

We are at just such a fulcrum of change, and the beliefs we need to challenge and modify are many.

Maybe it is our belief in the beneficence of the "invisible hand" of the market. Or our belief that a

global political deal is all we need to solve the climate crisis. Or that that business has the power to

act unilaterally in bringing about a more sustainable and responsible future.

If my experience of living through the political changes in South Africa has taught me anything, it is

that change is systemic. It happens because of millions of small actions by millions of people all

over the world, some coordinated, some diffuse. Yes, change also happens because of bold

leadership, but it always needs an enabling environment, a society or an organization that is ready

to change.

Change is something organic. It is worth remembering that the largest living thing in the world is a

honey mushroom in Oregon – an interconnected fungus measuring 3.5 miles across. It is said to be

2,400 years old and takes up 2,200 acres (1,665 football fields), with the small mushrooms visible

above ground representing only a tiny proportion of its real girth and substance. I think change is

something like that too: spread out, interconnected, growing where the ground is most fertile

ground and often invisible.

[1]
Posted with permission of CSR News – Quest for CSR 2.0 series. Blog Post of January 12, 2012.

About W ayne Visser
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Dr. Visser is

Founder and

Director of the

think-tank CSR

Internationaland the author of twelve books. In addition, Dr. Visser is Senior Associate at the

University of Cambridge Programme for Sustainability Leadership and Visiting Professor of

Sustainability at Magna Carta College, Oxford. Before getting his PhD in CSR, Dr. Visser was

Director of Sustainability Services for KPMGand Strategy Analyst for Cap Gemini in South Africa.

In 2011, he was listed as one of the Top100Thought Leaders inEurope &the Middle East.

Dr. Visser lives in London, UK, and enjoys art, writing poetry, spending time outdoors and

travelling. A full biography and much of his writing and art is on www.waynevisser.com.

Read other posts ofDr.Visser

http://www.csrwire.com/blog/bloggers/53-dr-wayne-visser/posts
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